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Presidential Address
By Bill Harrison, 2008 – 09 ASHRAE President

I

n 2006, the ASHRAE Board of Directors approved a
strategic plan with four principal directions, and that plan
has served us very well. The first direction was to lead the
advancement of sustainable building design and operation.
Last year, ASHRAE Presidential Member Kent Peterson, P.E.,
asked our members to focus on innovative designs to provide
elegant solutions for high-performance buildings. This year,
I am asking our members to focus on the operation of highperformance buildings.
The unfortunate truth is that many buildings with great designs fade from green to grey when building operators don’t

understand how to realize the full potential of the energy conserving systems they manage. ASHRAE Presidential Member
Terry Townsend promised the world that our Society would lead
the advancement of sustainability and my theme, Maintain to
Sustain—Delivering ASHRAE’s Sustainability Promise, will
challenge ASHRAE to produce the tools required to deliver on
that promise after construction is complete and the contractor
has left the site.
We have all seen examples of horrible waste in equipment
rooms around the world. I was in an equipment room where a
steam boiler was being fed with 100% makeup water because
the condensate return unit had failed. After protesting this
situation and being told that it had been that way for a while
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because the facility manager didn’t want to ask for the money to the energy crisis of the 1970s. Our first energy standard was
to replace the failed unit, I shook my head and rationalized, produced in record time and was very effective. What it failed
“this isn’t my problem,” and walked away.
to take into account was that some energy-efficient buildings did
I was in an equipment room where the variable speed drives not provide good indoor air quality. A lot of research has been
for two large chilled water pumps had been set to 100% because done since then, and our current standards define comfort and
the operator did not have confidence that adequate chilled water prescribe ventilation procedures to provide acceptable indoor
would get to the far reaches of his campus if the pumps were air quality. Sustainability for ASHRAE means energy efficiency
under automatic control. We had a long discussion about how and healthy, productive indoor environments.
variable-speed pumping saved enormous amounts of energy but
There is a no-regrets answer to reducing the amount of energy
he was unwilling to change and I shook my head and rational- used in buildings and reducing emissions, and that is improved
ized, “this isn’t my problem,” and walked away.
building operations. A study by the Energy Systems Lab at
I was in an equipment room that was so small the air-handling Texas A&M University indicated that energy use in buildings
unit had been shoved against one wall. The pipefitter who had con- could be reduced by 10% to 40% by improving operational
nected the unit had installed a line blocking
strategies in buildings. This reduction
access to the door to the filter section, efin energy was not so much the result of
fectively eliminating the ability to change
changes in hardware and systems as it was
the filters in the unit on a permanent basis.
the result of improvements in software and
The operator and I discussed how this inexpert knowledge. More progress would
fluenced system performance, but he did
have been realized in energy reduction
not want to make waves with his supervisor
from improved operations if the solutions
who had signed off on the installation, so I
were product-based. The reliance on exshook my head and rationalized, “this isn’t
pert knowledge has resulted in a minimum
my problem,” and walked away.
transfer and distribution of knowledge in
But today, the time has passed when we
this area.
can shake our head and walk away saying
Retrocommissioning is a popular ap“this isn’t my problem.” Every day we obproach to improving operational strateserve installations and operating practices
gies in existing buildings. Energy service
that are wasting our precious energy and
companies rely on improved operational
water resources, draining power from the
strategies to ensure the success of pergrid, increasing the emissions from our
formance contracts. However, much of
generating plants. Building operating
the knowledge developed in these two
Bill Harrison
practices that waste energy really are our
instances is held as proprietary technol2008 – 09 ASHRAE President
problem, and they must be addressed.
ogy. Reluctance to share proprietary
In developed countries, buildings acinformation has inhibited the widespread
count for 40% of primary energy use, more than either trans- application of operational strategy improvement. The slow deportation or industry. The world market for energy will continue velopment of building energy performance rating systems has
to grow. The Energy Information Administration estimated in been an impediment. Another constraint is the slow developtheir 2007 report that the market would grow by 58% between ment of advanced monitoring and exception reporting systems.
2004 and 2030. The price of oil has recently approached $140 Improved operations are always dependent on improving the
a barrel. Can you imagine where the price of oil will settle after knowledge of the building operators, and development of the
the 58% increase in world energy demand?
basic information required for effective training has to be a high
Energy is a global problem today. The Web site EnergyShort- priority for ASHRAE.
age.org identifies a dozen countries where energy supplies are
An important issue that must be addressed is the ongoing
creating availability problems. In January, South Africa suffered life of the energy savings developed through a focused operapower shortages that forced the gold mines to shut down at a tional improvement program. Without a program to continually
time when gold prices were at an all-time high. In countries upgrade the capabilities of the people operating the building,
where energy is available, prices are at all-time highs and ris- performance will soon slide back toward the default value of a
ing. Energy prices have driven food prices to levels that have poorly operated property.
produced rioting in some countries. The International Energy
Delivering ASHRAE’s sustainability promise means that
Agency confirms that demand will continue to grow and that our members are going to have to work more closely with othoil and coal will continue to be the primary sources of energy. ers in the buildings business. When reviewing energy-saving
Developing countries will experience the largest growth and measures for buildings recently, it was striking to see that six of
see the largest growth in energy related emissions.
the ten most promising measures were addressed by the project
Sustainability for ASHRAE has to mean more than energy architect. In a traditional design process, decisions concerning
conservation. Many of us remember our immediate response these items would be finalized long before the mechanical and
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electrical consultant first received drawings. The size of the a much better set of owner project requirements and a much
equipment rooms would also have been decided, subject to better understanding of the long term energy implications of
some small amount of negotiation.
alternatives.
A collaborative or integrated design process is essential if a
We need to take our message to organizations that serve the
building is to be designed and operated as a high-performing needs of owners, such as BOMA, IFMA and APPA. These
building. We can simply no longer afford to decide building ori- messages need to be delivered at the global level, but need
entation, fenestrations, shading and overhangs without feedback to reinforced by our local chapter members meeting with the
from the mechanical consultant documenting the energy impact local chapters of these organizations. Our chapters are ideally
of those decisions. Neither can we accept a cramped equipment suited to carry our message, and our chapter members must
room that prevents effective maintenance and causes inefficient play the leading role in establishing ASHRAE as the owners’
duct design, both of which plague a building for its entire life. trusted advisor on building energy issues. Our message must go
Collaborative, integrated design processes are essential if we far deeper in the owners’ organization than the executives and
are to truly reach our sustainability goals. These processes must facility managers. While business leaders set policy, operating
go beyond the initial energy performance of the building and personnel implement those policies. All too often, the policies
consider the effect the building design will have on energy over are interpreted through an obsolete set of personal prejudices.
the entire life of the building. EquipI don’t know any operators who drive
ment rooms and duct spaces must be
to work in the morning thinking
large enough to allow efficient duct
about “how can I waste more energy
designs and good maintenance actoday?” However, many go to work
We can’t blame operators who
cess for equipment.
without the technical knowledge
were trained on systems in the
The same bar riers that have
required to conserve energy every
plagued our design and construcday. We can’t blame operators who
1980s when they operate today’s
tion processes for generations, time
were trained on systems in the 1980s
systems to produce 1980 results.
and money, now stand in the way
when they operate today’s systems
of a collaborative integrated design
to produce 1980 results. Our chapprocess. In the years of rapid ecoters must accept the challenge of
nomic growth during the second half of the twentieth century, delivering educational programs to a broad base of operating
command and control management was mandatory as business personnel to equip them to be effective in a sustainable world.
opportunities were almost unlimited. Businesses struggled to We are introducing new and innovative sustainable products
control their growth to a level that did not outstrip capital re- and systems every week. We must accept the task of educatsources. We evolved into an industry dominated by a first-cost ing the people who operate these sophisticated systems in the
mentality. Energy was cheap, appeared to be unlimited, and technical fundamentals that will enable them to make good
the first cost, appearance and functionality of buildings over- decisions.
ruled energy considerations. In many cases, engineers could
As I travel and present programs to ASHRAE members
be considered to be evil enablers as we designed overpowering around the world, I frequently advocate early and comprehensive
HVAC systems that made some really bad buildings habitable, energy modeling during a collaborative design process. An ideal
but at a terrible energy cost.
case would be for a design team to establish an energy budget
Achieving sustainability for ASHRAE members today means early in the project and then to model the energy performance
that we must deliver our message to building owners. Owners of the building as the design evolves. After one of these presenmust be educated so that they can evaluate building decisions tations it is not unusual for someone in the audience to point
based on life-cycle costing. Investors know how to evaluate the out that many business arrangements used by our consulting
cost of the floor plate lost to a larger equipment room. Our job engineers do not provide compensation for doing that work. I
is to show them how to evaluate the cost of not having acces- also advocate that design engineers develop a comprehensive
sible equipment with efficient duct transitions. Owners look narrative describing how building systems function and how
to someone to be their energy advisor. Too often, engineers they should be operated for maximum efficiency. This narrative
delegate the transmission of energy information to others in the will form the basis for a training program that is part of the
design chain, and the message becomes garbled or is delivered permanent record for the building.
in an ineffective manner. Energy decisions need to be made by
The narrative is important because operating personnel move
owners in a collaborative process with full participation by the around, and this document will allow the new operators to gain
project mechanical and electrical engineers.
understanding to maintain building energy performance. It is
One primary path for effective communication to owners likely that many practitioners’ reaction to this recommendation
is through commissioning agents. When ASHRAE commis- will be the same as for energy modeling: there is no design
sioning guidelines are used, owners working collaboratively budget for that work. We need to recognize that owners must
with a design team and a commissioning agent will develop be educated to the reality that designing high-performance
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buildings costs more and that the additional design costs will
I am asking our technical committee responsible for operation
save money every year the building is in service.
and maintenance management to collaborate with other TCs to
We need to be very open about the fact that a larger budget for develop a proposal for a research project to document the energy
planning and design results in lower construction and operating performance of high performance buildings over time. While
costs. Owners need to recognize that ignoring the energy per- there is a lot of anecdotal evidence of the decay in efficiency
formance of buildings cannot be tolerated in an energy-starved of these buildings, there is little hard evidence to describe what
world with unacceptable levels of carbon emissions. We must is happening and the causes of any changes.
educate investors and owners so that they understand that a
I am asking that work be accelerated on a guideline exlarger investment during the design phase of a project produces plaining in layman terms the high-efficiency features used in
an outstanding long-term return on investment.
high-performing buildings and the operating and maintenance
High-performance buildings require very specialized main- procedures necessary to protect the performance of those
tenance. The operating cost for HVAC systems is made up of systems.
several components. Energy cost is a large component. Repair
I am asking that our technical committee for integrated buildand replacement cost can be large. Maintenance cost is signifi- ing design complete its work on an integrated design manual of
cant and is different from others in one critical characteristic: it practice to support the work of design teams working collaboracan be deferred. Unfortunately, when
tively to produce high-performance
maintenance is deferred, all of the
building designs. This manual must
other costs increase. Owners need
include the design features that enhelp from ASHRAE professionals
We need to be very open about the able effective operation and mainteas maintenance plans are designed
nance for high-performance building
fact that a larger budget for planning
and executed. It is our obligation
systems.
to define maintenance procedures
I am asking the cognizant commitand design results in lower constructhat will optimize the energy pertees for commissioning Guidelines
tion and operating costs.
formance of the building. We must
0 and 1 to review those documents
also advise the owner of the effect
to ensure that these guidelines adthat improper maintenance will have
equately address high-performance
on the total cost of owning and operating the building. It has operation and maintenance procedures, documentation and
long been acknowledged in business that you can’t manage training.
what you can’t measure. Maintenance plans need to include
It is encouraging to find that ASHRAE has the infrastructure
energy budgets, and maintenance procedures need to include in place to address these critical issues. We are close to publishenergy reporting.
ing ASHRAE/ACCA Standard 180P, Standard Practice for InASHRAE has recognized the need for additional materi- spection and Maintenance of Commercial Building HVAC Sysals and programs to address sustainable building operations tems. We need to work collaboratively with other organizations
and has formed Technical Resource Group 7 (TRG 7), Tools such as the Mechanical Service Contractors of America and the
for Sustainable Building Operations, Maintenance and Cost Air Conditioning Contractors of America who have developed
Analysis. I am asking this committee to coordinate the efforts materials that address maintenance and improved operations.
of several ASHRAE bodies to produce publications and pro- Cooperative activities with these organizations can certainly
grams to advance our efforts to communicate more effectively accelerate our efforts to keep our green buildings green.
to investors and owners.
Our business, the buildings business, is the largest user of
I am asking our chapters to reach out to local owner-focused primary energy in most countries with developed economies.
organizations such as BOMA, IFMA, and APPA to offer to Improving building operating procedures is a no-regrets
present local chapter programs focused on sustainable system strategy for saving 10 to 40% of the energy used in HVAC
operation and maintenance. TRG 7 will coordinate the devel- systems. The key to implementing improved building operaopment of the support materials for those programs drawing tion is education on the local level. ASHRAE is ideally suited
from the resources of our technical committees and the Chapter to fill that need.
Technology Transfer Committee.
Why is it important that we attack this challenge with priI am asking our chapters to reach out to local building op- ority? This year, we will dump about 30 billion metric tons
erators and to present programs on the fundamentals of HVAC of CO2 into our atmosphere. How much is that? There are
engineering and operation of high-performance buildings. We roughly six and one half billion of us on the planet, so that is
must build technical understanding in this important group of about 4.6 metric tons per person. How big is 30 billion metric
people, because their performance is the last and most vital link tons? We know that globally, we produce a lot of oil. We have
in delivering high performance in our buildings. Again, TRG constructed a tremendous amount of infrastructure to move this
7 will coordinate the development of the support materials for oil with pumping stations, pipelines and supertankers. We only
produce about 4 billion metric tons of oil annually, so we dump
those programs.
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7.5 times as much CO2 into the atmosphere as we produce oil. For those of us who understand that simple truth, it is our duty
The International Energy Agency estimates that emissions could to attack that wasted energy.
We must communicate with the owners and operators of the
climb to 42 billion metric tons per year by 2030.
I was privileged to hear Senator John Glenn speak last summer, buildings we touch to build understanding of the sources, costs
and the former astronaut commented on how beautiful the earth and consequences of energy being wasted in their buildings. Our
looked when viewed from space. He commented that from space, future holds net-zero-energy buildings, but the majority of the
buildings that will exist in 2030 exour atmosphere appeared to be very
ist today, and we must attack energy
thin. Our atmosphere is important for
use in those buildings with the same
a lot of reasons, the major one being
focused attention we direct at designthat it is what we breathe. When you
Wasting energy is our problem, and
ing the buildings of the future.
go outside and look up, it appears the
We know the answers. If the studsky goes on forever, but only about
we can no longer afford to shake our
ies are accurate, we have a no-regrets
the first 25,000 feet of the atmosphere
heads and walk away.
method to reduce the HVAC energy
supports life. If you modeled that on a
use in buildings by 10% to 40%, sole12-inch globe, the layer of air that we
ly by improving building operations.
can breathe easily is about the thickAll we have to do is communicate
ness of a business card.
How long are we going to continue to use our fragile and and educate more effectively. It is our duty. We are pledged to
precious atmosphere like a landfill, dumping in 30 to 40 billion deliver ASHRAE’s promise of sustainability, and to do that we
must maintain to sustain, we must train to sustain, and we must
metric tons of CO2 every year?
Wasting energy is our problem, and we can no longer afford influence the operation of our buildings to conserve energy.
I ask for your help and your commitment, and I am confident
to shake our heads and walk away. Buildings account for 40
per-cent of primary energy use in developed countries. Much of that working together, we can deliver on ASHRAE’s promise
that energy use can be avoided by improved operating strategies. of sustainability.
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